Since the discovery of the first eight gamma-ray millisecond pulsars (MSPs) by the Fermi Large Area Telescope, this population has been steadily expanding. Four of the more recent detections, PSR J0034−0534, PSR J1939+2134 (B1937+21; the first MSP ever discovered), PSR J1959+2048 (B1957+20; the first discovery of a black widow system), and PSR J2214+3000, exhibit a phenomenon not present in the original discoveries: nearly phase-aligned radio and gamma-ray light curves (LCs). To account for the phase alignment, we explore models where both the radio and gamma-ray emission originate either in the outer magnetosphere near the light cylinder or near the polar caps. Using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique to search for best-fit model parameters, we obtain reasonable LC fits for the first three of these MSPs in the context of "altitude-limited" outer gap (alOG) and two-pole caustic (alTPC) geometries (for both gamma-ray and radio emission). These models differ from the standard outer gap (OG)/two-pole caustic (TPC) models in two respects: the radio emission originates in caustics at relatively high altitudes compared to the usual conal radio beams, and we allow both the minimum and maximum altitudes of the gamma-ray and radio emission regions to vary within a limited range (excluding the minimum gamma-ray altitude of the alTPC model, which is kept constant at the stellar radius, and that of the alOG model, which is set to the positiondependent null charge surface altitude). Alternatively, phase-aligned solutions also exist for emission originating near the stellar surface in a slot gap scenario ("low-altitude slot gap" (laSG) models). We find that the alTPC models provide slightly better LC fits than the alOG models, and both of these give better fits than the laSG models (for the limited range of parameters considered in the case of the laSG models). Thus, our fits imply that the phase-aligned LCs are likely of caustic origin, produced in the outer magnetosphere, and that the radio emission for these pulsars may come from close to the light cylinder. In addition, we were able to constrain the minimum and maximum emission altitudes with typical uncertainties of ∼30% of the light cylinder radius. Our results therefore describe a third gamma-ray MSP subclass, in addition to the two previously found by Venter et al.: those with LCs fit by standard OG/TPC models and those with LCs fit by pair-starved polar cap models.
INTRODUCTION
The Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) has recently released a catalog of 46 gamma-ray pulsars (Abdo et al. 2010a ) including eight millisecond pulsars (MSPs; Abdo et al. 2009 ). The number of gamma-ray pulsars is steadily growing, with the total number of gamma-ray MSPs now at least 20 and the full population of gamma-ray pulsars exceeding 70 (Romani 2011) . Detection of PSR J0034−0534 (Abdo et al. 2010b ) revealed it to be the first MSP to have (nearly) phase-aligned radio and gamma-ray light curves (LCs). Previously, this has only been observed for the Crab pulsar (Kniffen et al. 1974) . Subsequent discovery of gamma-ray pulsations from PSR J1939+2134 (B1937+21), PSR J1959+2048 (B1957+20; Guillemot et al. 2012) , and PSR J2214+3000 (Ransom et al. 2011) confirmed this rare behavior for three more MSPs.
Traditionally, two types of models have been invoked to explain high-energy (HE) radiation from (mostly younger) pulsars. Polar cap (PC) models (e.g., Daugherty & Harding 1982 , 1996 assume injection of primary electrons from the neutron star (NS) surface and subsequent magnetic pair production of the resulting curvature radiation or inverse-Compton-scattered gamma rays (upscattered thermal X-rays) in the intense B-fields close to the NS surface (at radius R NS ). A slot gap (SG; Arons 1983; Muslimov & Harding 2003 , 2004a ) may also form along the last open B-field lines of the pulsar magnetosphere in the absence of pair creation along those lines. This corresponds to a twopole caustic (TPC) geometry (Dyks & Rudak 2003) which may extend from the NS surface up to near the light cylinder R LC . Second, outer gap (OG) models (e.g., Cheng et al. 1986a Cheng et al. , 1986b Romani 1996) assume that HE radiation is produced along the last open field lines above the null charge surface (NCS) where the Goldreich-Julian charge density changes sign (although see Hirotani 2006 Hirotani , 2007 for an OG solution which extends toward the NS surface, beyond the NCS). The HE pulse profiles in outer-magnetosphere models are the result of the formation of caustics, i.e., the accumulation of photons in narrow phase bands due to a combination of special relativistic effects and B-line curvature. The narrow gaps in the OG and TPC models require screening of the electric field parallel to the local B-field by high pair multiplicity, and therefore presuppose copious pair production. Lastly, Bai & Spitkovsky (2010) also modeled HE LCs in the context of OG and TPC models in a force-free B-field geometry, proposing a separatrix layer model close to R LC .
In the case of MSPs, LCs and spectra have been modeled (e.g., Frackowiak & Rudak 2005; Harding et al. 2005; Venter & De Jager 2005 ) using a pair-starved polar cap (PSPC) model (Muslimov & Harding 2004b , an extension of the traditional PC model, where the magnetic pair multiplicity is not high enough to screen the accelerating electric field and the open volume above the PC is therefore pair-starved. Primary electrons are accelerated up to very high altitudes above the full PC, while pair formation is suppressed. MSP spectra and energetics have also been modeled in the context of an OG model (Zhang & Cheng 2003; Zhang et al. 2007) . The annular gap model of Du et al. (2010) can furthermore reproduce the main characteristics of the gamma-ray LCs of three MSPs, although this model does not attempt to model the non-zero phase offsets between the gamma-ray and radio profiles. Venter et al. (2009) recently modeled the first eight Fermidetected gamma-ray MSPs and found the emergence of two distinct MSP subclasses: those whose LCs are well fit by a standard OG or a TPC model and those whose LCs are well fit by a PSPC model (with these fits being mutually exclusive). Importantly, the OG/TPC and PSPC models yielded the correct radio-to-gamma phase lags for these eight MSPs when the radio emission was modeled as a cone beam at lower altitude. A significant and unexpected conclusion from this study was that MSPs have screened magnetospheres with large amounts of pairs available, as these conditions are needed to set up the gap structure presupposed by the OG/TPC models. This is in contrast to the previous notion that most MSPs have pairstarved magnetospheres (Harding et al. 2005; Venter & De Jager 2005) , which follows from pair death line calculations using the standard (relatively low) dipole B-field values inferred for MSPs. Harding & Muslimov (2011) have demonstrated that small distortions of the dipole B-field cause offsets of the PC enhance pair creation, even in MSPs, and may therefore provide a mechanism for creating such gaps even in low spin-down pulsars.
The near phase alignment of the gamma-ray and radio LCs of PSR J0034−0534, PSR J1939+2134, and PSR J1959+2048, however, argues for overlapping emission regions of the radio and gamma rays, thereby departing from the behavior of the two MSP subclasses found by Venter et al. (2009; Section 3) . These new phase-aligned LCs therefore motivate the investigation of co-located radio and gamma-ray emission regions, either near to R NS or closer to R LC (Manchester 2005) .
Additional motivation for studying caustic radio emission close to R LC comes from the study of Ravi et al. (2010) . Following the large number of gamma-ray pulsar detections by Fermi LAT, they investigated beaming properties of gammaray-selected as well as radio-selected normal pulsars and MSPs, i.e., those detected (or detectable) using blind searches for periodicity on Fermi data and those detectable in blind radio searches. By studying the relative number of gamma-ray to radio pulsars for each of these two samples, they conclude that radio and gamma-ray beams must have comparable sky coverage (close to 4π sr) for pulsars with high spin-down luminosities (Ė rot 10 37 erg s −1 ), while radio beams shrink to roughly half the typical gamma-ray beam sizes for lower-E rot pulsars (withĖ rot 5 × 10 35 erg s −1 ) and eventually decrease to ∼10% of the gamma-ray beam size for older pulsars. An important implication is that the radio emission should originate in wide beams at a significant fraction of R LC . Ravi et al. (2010) therefore comment that modeling of radio pulse profiles as caustics using outer-magnetospheric (specifically SG) geometries for both young pulsars and MSPs will be valuable for testing the plausibility of their conclusions. (Interestingly, Dyks et al. 2010 have studied the influence of rotation on MSP profiles, presenting analytical results for a static dipole B-field geometry that are applicable for low altitudes or small angles from the dipole axis and may be applied to both caustic radio and caustic gamma-ray emission. They demonstrate the existence of a caustic phase on the trailing side where maximum bunching of radiation occurs, beyond which no emission can be observed and which coincides with the steepest gradient of the polarization angle, while the curvature radiation emissivity may be a minimum at this phase.) However, LCs resulting from radio and gamma-ray caustics would generally be nearly phase-aligned (although small phase differences of ∼0.2 could result from the radio and gamma-ray emission regions being at different altitudes). Among the young Fermi pulsars, only the fastest Crab pulsar shows phase-aligned radio and gamma-ray pulses, while the others show quite large (∼0.1-0.5) radio-to-gamma-ray phase lags. It therefore seems that, while the idea of wide radio beams may be valid, caustic emission probably is not as widespread in young pulsars that have large LC lags. (Pulsar population modeling will be able to better quantify this statement as well as multi-wavelength polarization studies; see Section 6). On the other hand, in the case of the MSPs with even smaller periods, radio caustics may be more common, as there are many more examples of pulsars with phase-aligned LCs in this group.
In this paper, we investigate the possibility of reproducing phase-aligned radio and gamma-ray LCs using "altitudelimited" OG/TPC models (alOG/alTPC) in which we limit the extent of the emission regions (Section 3.1) versus a lowaltitude SG (laSG) model (Section 3.2). We apply our results to PSR J0034−0534, PSR J1939+2134, and PSR J1959+2048 and infer values for the magnetic inclination and observer angles α and ζ from the best-fit LCs in each case (Section 5) using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique (Section 4). Our conclusions follow in Section 6.
BACKGROUND ON MSPs WITH ALIGNED RADIO AND GAMMA-RAY EMISSION

PSR J0034−0534
Bailes et al. (1994) announced the discovery of the 1.87 ms MSP PSR J0034−0534 with the Parkes telescope together with two other southern sky MSPs, all of which are in binary systems following circular orbits with low-mass companions. PSR J0034−0534's rotational age (τ c = P /2Ṗ ∼ 10 Gyr), dipolar surface field (B 0 ∼ 10 8 G), and spin-down poweṙ E rot ∼ 2 × 10 34 erg s −1 (Abdo et al. 2010b ) are typical among the radio MSP population. It is also relatively close, lying at 0.5 kpc . A power-law spectrum with an index of 2.6 for the frequency range 102 MHz to 4.8 GHz was obtained by Kuzmin & Losovsky (2001) . Its large B-field at the light cylinder B LC prompted giant pulse emission searches, but no giant pulses have been found (e.g., Knight et al. 2005) . Furthermore, no rotating vector model (RVM) fits exist for PSR J0034−0534 (Stairs et al. 1999) and no infrared to far-infrared emission from putative dust disks around PSR J0034−0534 have been observed (Greaves & Holland 2000; Lazio & Fischer 2004) . Hubble Space Telescope observations revealed an optical white dwarf companion with a mass of about 0.2 M , an effective temperature 3250 K T eff < 3800 K, and a cooling time which is consistent with τ c (Bell et al. 1995; Lundgren et al. 1996) . This is similar to the results of Hansen & Phinney (1998) who estimated a companion mass of 0.15-0.32 M and T eff < 3500 K assuming a He core, while Schönberner et al. (2000) argued for a ≈0.5 M companion with a CO core based on evolutionary model calculations. Zavlin (2006) reported a <3σ detection of an X-ray source 0. 2 from the pulsar position by XMM-Newton, although no spectral or temporal information could be extracted due to the presence of a very bright object in the same field of view. The EGRET 3σ flux upper limit above 100 MeV (Fierro et al. 1995) exceeds the recent Fermi measurements (Abdo et al. 2010b ) of 2.7 × 10 −8 cm −2 s −1 by an order of magnitude.
PSR J1939+2134 (B1937+21)
PSR J1939+2134 is the first MSP ever discovered (Backer et al. 1982) , which interestingly, lies close to the first pulsar ever discovered, PSR B1919+21 (Hewish et al. 1968) . With its period P = 1.558 ms, it remains one of the fastestspinning MSPs discovered to date. Using its period-derivativė P ≈ 1.05×10 −19 s s −1 , one obtains a very high spin-down luminosity ofĖ rot ≈ 10 36 erg s −1 , surface B-field of B 0 ∼ 4×10 8 G, and a characteristic age of τ c ∼ 0.2 Gyr . Verbiest et al. (2009) measured a proper motion of ≈0.4 mas yr −1 and a timing parallax of 0.13 ± 0.07 implying a distance of d = 7.7 ± 3.8 kpc (Guillemot et al. 2012) . RXTE observations (Cusumano 2003 ) revealed a double-peaked X-ray profile with a phase separation of about half a rotation (see also Nicastro et al. 2004) , closely aligned with the phases of the microsecond-duration, power-law-distributed giant pulses (e.g., Kinkhabwala & Thorsett 2000) , but slightly lagging the radio peaks. Cusumano (2003) furthermore fit the pulsed spectrum in the 2-25 keV range using a power law with index ∼1.1. PSR J1939+2134, along with PSR J0218+4232, PSR B1821−24, and PSR J1959+2048 belong to a group termed "Class II" by Kuiper et al. (2000) and Kuiper & Hermsen (2003) . MSPs in Class II have high X-ray luminosities, hard spectra, and narrow pulses, while those in "Class I" have low X-ray luminosities, soft, thermal-dominated spectra, and broad pulses (e.g., PSR J0030+0451, PSR J0437−4715, PSR J1024−0719, and PSR J2124−3358). Zavlin (2006 Zavlin ( , 2007 elaborated on these two distinct groups of X-ray-emitting MSPs. The non-thermally emitting X-ray MSPs have high spin-down luminosities (Ė rot > 10 35 erg s −1 ), short periods (P 3 ms), power-law spectra in the keV band (usually interpreted as synchrotron or inverse Compton radiation), and strong, narrow X-ray pulse profiles with large pulsed fractions nearly in phase with the radio. On the other hand, the thermally emitting MSPs are less energetic with spin-down powersĖ rot 10 34 erg s −1 , their X-ray spectra are not well fit by power laws alone but have a predominantly thermal PC component, and they exhibit lower pulsed fractions. Fierro et al. (1995) gave a 3σ upper limit to the unpulsed flux above 100 MeV of 15.1 × 10 −8 cm s −1 , while pulsations with a significance well above 5σ have now been detected from PSR J1939+2134 by Fermi (Guillemot et al. 2012) .
PSR J1959+2048 (B1957+20)
PSR J1959+2048 with P = 1.607 ms is the first "black widow" pulsar discovered in a nearly circular eclipsing binary orbit in which the tidally locked companion star (Fruchter et al. 1988a; Van Paradijs 1988) with a very small mass of ∼0.025 M is being oblated by the compact object (Fruchter et al. 1988b; Phinney et al. 1988; Callanan et al. 1995) , giving credence to the recycling scenario for the formation of MSPs (Alpar et al. 1982 ). Its distance is estimated to be d ∼ 2.5 kpc, and its intrinsicṖ is ∼8 × 10 −21 (Guillemot et al. 2012 ), leading to a spin-down luminosity ofĖ rot ∼ 7×10 34 erg s −1 , surface B-field of B 0 ∼ 10 8 G, and a characteristic age of τ c ∼ 3 Gyr. Kulkarni & Hester (1988) discovered an Hα emission nebula surrounding PSR J1959+2048, implying interaction of the relativistic pulsar wind and the interstellar medium. Subsequently, an X-ray tail of at least 16 corresponding to the shocked pulsar wind has been seen extending from the pulsar, interior to the Hα nebula (Stappers et al. 2003) . Using XMM-Newton, Huang & Becker (2007) fit a power-law spectrum of index ∼2.0 and found a phase dependence of the X-ray emission on the binary orbital period (as was the case for earlier optical and infrared observations; Van Paradijs 1988; Eales et al. 1990 ), although they could not detect any pulsations at the pulsar spin period. However, ∼4σ X-ray pulsations have now been observed from PSR J1959+2048, with the X-ray peaks seemingly in close alignment with the radio peaks (Guillemot et al. 2012) . No significant gamma-ray emission has been observed (Acharya et al. 1990; Brink et al. 1990; Fierro et al. 1995; Buccheri et al. 1996; Hall et al. 2003) prior to Fermi (Guillemot et al. 2012 ).
Other MSPs That May Have Phase-aligned Profiles
See Table 1 for a list of parameters of all the MSPs from which gamma-ray pulsations have been observed by Fermi and which have been announced publicly. MSPs such as PSR B1821−24 and PSR J0737−3039A plausibly have phase-aligned radio and gamma-ray LCs on the basis that their radio and X-ray profiles are phase-aligned (Backer & Sallmen 1997; Chatterjee et al. 2007 ). Profile phase alignment would imply that emission across all these different wavebands originates in similar regions in the pulsar magnetosphere. While two peaks in the X-ray profile are aligned with two of the three pulses visible at radio frequencies for PSR J0218+4232 (Kuiper et al. 2004) , there is a non-zero lag between its radio and gamma-ray profiles (Abdo et al. 2009 ). Venter et al. (2009) found that the LCs of six gamma-ray MSPs could be modeled using standard OG and TPC models (and invoking a single-altitude radio conal beam geometry centered on the magnetic axis), and found fits for α and ζ , measured with respect to the spin axis. The gamma-ray LCs of these MSPs are preceded by a radio pulse leading by ∼0.2-0.5 in normalized rotational phase. These phase offsets argue for the case where radio emission comes from a different (lower) emission region, while the gamma-ray emission originates over an extended range of altitudes, including altitudes close to R LC . An extended emission region is required to create the intense caustics (Morini 1983) which give rise to the peaks in the LCs for outer-magnetospheric pulsar models. On the other hand, the LCs of two other MSPs were fit by PSPC-predicted profiles, where the radio lags the gamma-ray profiles by ∼0.2 in phase. This again required radio emission from lower altitudes, and gamma-ray emission from a range of altitudes, over the full open volume above the PC.
DESCRIPTION OF GEOMETRIC MODELS
MSPs with phase-aligned LCs, however, disqualify the above scenarios for their emission: phase alignment implies colocation of emission regions across wavebands (Abdo et al. 2010b ). The question is whether both the gamma rays and radio occur in extended high-altitude regions (Section 3.1), or at low altitudes (Section 3.2) . In what follows, we describe models for Kuiper et al. 2000) : Class I (standard OG/TPC models; gamma-ray profile lags radio), Class II (alOG/alTPC models; phase-aligned LCs), and Class III (PSPC models; gamma-ray profile precedes radio). both cases (we first alluded to these models in Abdo et al. 2010b ) and report our model LC results in Section 5.
As in the past, we use the retarded vacuum dipole field as the basic structure of the pulsar magnetosphere (e.g., Deutsch 1955; Dyks et al. 2004) . Although the field structure of young pulsars may be closer to force free (Spitkovsky 2006) , it is not clear whether MSPs produce the pair multiplicity required for forcefree magnetospheres. We also assume that the photon emission rate is constant along field lines in the corotating frame, and therefore do not explicitly include an E-field or particle transport calculations, as we are primarily concerned with reproducing LCs and thereby constraining emission locations of the radio and gamma-ray radiation in the pulsar magnetosphere. Our geometric models treat relativistic effects such as aberration of photon directions and B-field structure consistently to first order in r/R LC (with r the radial distance from the NS center, and R LC = c/Ω = cP /2π the light cylinder), but we include the Lorentz transformation of the local B-field between lab and corotating frames (Bai & Spitkovsky 2010) . However, our OG and TPC models are not changed significantly by this transformation, as it is a second-order effect in r/R LC .
Short-period MSP magnetospheres are quite small, with light cylinder radii on the order of 10 stellar radii:
with R 6 = R NS /10 6 cm the stellar radius and P 2 ms = P /0.002 s. It is therefore plausible that the radio emission may originate at a larger altitude relative to R LC in MSPs (Manchester 2005) , as opposed to the case of young pulsars, where the radio emission is believed to originate at smaller altitudes relative to R LC . (Ravi et al. 2010 , however, make the argument that radio beams of gamma-ray pulsars might occur high up in the magnetosphere, but this may lead to radio and gamma-ray LCs with small phase lags. See Sections 1 and 6.)
High-altitude Gamma-Ray and Radio Emission: Altitude-limited OG (alOG) and TPC (alTPC) Models
For this class of models, we are using the same framework as Venter et al. (2009) , except that the radio emission region is extended in altitude, and we limit the minimum and maximum radii of the radio and gamma-ray emission regions. (We previously used (R γ min , R γ max ) = (R NS , 1.2R LC ) for the TPC models and (R γ min , R γ max ) = (R NCS , 1.2R LC ) for the OG models.) Technically, the traditional OG model is a specific instance of an alOG model, and this is also the case for traditional TPC and alTPC models. For the standard OG model, one typically assumes that the minimum radius for the gamma-ray emission is
The emission of both of these standard models is restricted to lie within a cylindrical radius ρ max 1.0R LC . Because of the great similarity, one may in some cases use the terms alOG and OG (or alTPC and TPC) interchangeably when statements apply to both classes of models, or when the meaning is clear from the context.
In contrast to Venter et al. (2009) , we do not use an axiscentered radio conal model, but we investigate radio photons coming from an OG/TPC-like structure, i.e., we apply the alOG/alTPC models to both gamma rays and radio. The maximum radius 5 R max represents an upper limit, since in some cases where R max ∼ 1.1R LC , the emission may not actually go all the way out to R max . This is because we limit the extent of the emission according to a cylindrical radius ρ max < 0.95R LC .
For the lower limit, we always ensure that R min < R max . This condition is usually met, but it becomes important to enforce at extremely high values of R min , as may occur in some cases of radio LC fits. In the alOG radio models, the minimum radius is actually max {R min , R NCS }, so it is a function of magnetic azimuth φ and co-latitude θ when R NCS > R min . Here, R NCS (θ, φ) is the radius of the NCS. We always set R γ min = R NS for alTPC (and TPC) and R γ min = R NCS for alOG (and alOG) fits, while R r min may vary and may even be quite close to R LC .
Apart from P which determines the size of the PC, our alOG LC fits have nine free parameters (R Figure 1 ) formed by retarded dipole B-field lines corresponding to these values (Dyks et al. 2004 ). The emission layer width is defined as w ≡ r OVC,max − r OVC,min . The OVC is approximately the same as the parameter ξ ≡ θ/Θ PC (used for the general relativistic dipole field), the polar angle normalized to the PC angle (e.g., Muslimov & Tsygan 1992) , which also ranges from 0 to 1 from the magnetic axis up until the last open B-field line. Thus, w approximately gives the transverse width (in the θ -direction) normalized to the PC angle Θ PC ∼ √ R/R Lc (this would have been exact if the ξ and r OVC coordinates coincided). The total transverse OG gap width is 1.00 − r OVC,min , although the emission only comes from a thin layer embedded inside that gap, tangent to its inner boundary, and lying between r OVC,min and r OVC,max as motivated by theoretical considerations (e.g., Wang et al. 2010) . This is shown in Figure 1 . For the alOG model, we constrain r OVC,min as follows: we require that w not be more than half of the vacuum region (1.00−r OVC,max ) of the total gap (1.00−r OVC,min ), which leads to r OVC,max − 0.5(1.00 − r OVC,max ) r OVC,min r OVC,max . Using a resolution of 0.05 in r OVC , this condition results in permissible combinations (r OVC,min , r OVC,max ) = (0.85, 0.90), (0.90, 0.90), (0.95, 0.95), and (1.00, 1.00). We sometimes find best-fit values of w = 0, which is unphysical, but in reality this means that w < 0.05. In contrast, for the alTPC we fix r OVC,max = 1.00, as the radiating layer fills the gap and terminates on the last open field line in the standard SG scenario. Furthermore, as the emission layer coincides with the total gap for this case, their respective widths are the same. The alTPC therefore has eight free parameters and we investigate the combinations (r OVC,min , r OVC,max ) = (0.90, 1.00), (0.95, 1.00), and (1.00, 1.00). We emphasize that the radio and gamma-ray emission layers are fit independently. This is because the gamma-ray and radio emission might physically originate from distinct particle populations in the magnetosphere; rather than prescribe a particular gap width or position, we try to obtain constraints for these variables from the data, within a particular region of phase space as explained above.
Low-altitude Gamma-Ray and Radio Emission: Low-altitude Slot Gap (laSG) Models
While the alOG and alTPC models gave good fits to the radio and gamma-ray LCs (Section 5), we decided to also study the possibility of a low-altitude, non-caustic origin of the emission. This scenario may be described by geometric lowaltitude slot gap (laSG) models, which are actually very low altitude geometric TPC models resembling a hollow cone beam close to the stellar surface (see, e.g., Muslimov & Harding 2003 for a description of an laSG radiation model). We investigate two different cases, one in which we assume a constant emissivity for the emission and one where the emissivity is modulated according to
with s the distance above the NS surface along a B-field line, Δs ≡ s−s f , and σ in and σ out setting the rate at which the intensity rises and falls along the B-field lines. The peak intensity occurs at a distance s = s f (i.e., Δs = 0) along the field lines. The emissivity profiles of Equation (2) are motivated by detailed modeling of pair creation and He emission using full radiation models (see, e.g., Muslimov & Harding 2003) . For example, this results in typical values for s f of one or two stellar radii as set by the creation of the pair formation front, and furthermore leads Notes. The columns represent the geometric model (altitude-limited OG (alOG), altitude-limited TPC (alTPC), or low-altitude (laSG) geometry) used for the fit, inclination angle α, observer angle ζ , gamma-ray emission layer width inner boundary r γ OVC,min , gamma-ray emission layer outer boundary r γ OVC,max , radio emission layer inner boundary r r OVC,min , radio emission layer outer boundary r r OVC,max , minimum gamma-ray altitude R γ min , maximum gamma-ray altitude R γ max , minimum radio altitude R r min , maximum radio altitude R r max , geometric factor f Ω , as well as the likelihood of the fit. The angles are in degrees, the altitudes are in units of R LC , and the emission layer boundaries are in OVC coordinates which range from 0 to 1 from the magnetic axis to the last open B-field line (as measured on the stellar surface). a This relatively small error reflects the fact that this pulsar's surface is at ≈0.14 R LC . b An laSG model with s f = 1.2 R, σ in = 0.1 R, and σ out = 0.3 R. c An laSG model with s f = 1.5 R, σ in = 0.2 R, and σ out = 0.5 R.
us to choose r OVC,min = 0.90 and r OVC,min = 0.95, because the gamma-ray photons are mostly created by synchrotron radiation from secondaries interior to the outer boundary of the gap in this model, and not by curvature radiation from the primaries as in the standard SG model. This is similar to what occurs in the OG, where an emission layer develops, touching the inner gap boundary.
The laSG models have five free parameters (excluding P): (α, ζ, s f , σ in , σ out ), since we use the same values for the emission layer boundaries of both the radio and gamma-ray emission regions, and keep them fixed as explained above, resulting in an emission layer width w = 5%. If needed, the latter may be freed, resulting in either seven free parameters in total, or nine if one chooses to uncouple the gamma-ray and radio emission boundaries. In what follows, we disregard LC fits from the constant-emissivity laSG models, as these models cannot reproduce the sharp peaks seen in the gamma-ray and radio data (see Figures 14-23 ).
AN MCMC TECHNIQUE FOR FINDING OPTIMAL LC FITS IN MULTIVARIATE PARAMETER SPACE
In order to statistically pick the best-fit parameters, for the alOG and alTPC models and for the three MSPs considered here, we have developed an MCMC maximum likelihood procedure (more details will be given in T. J. Johnson et al. 2011, in preparation) . The gamma-ray LCs are fit using Poisson likelihood while the radio LCs are fit using a χ 2 statistic and the two values are combined. For a given parameter state the likelihood value is calculated by independently optimizing the radio and gamma-ray model normalizations using the scipy python module 6 and the scipy.optimize.fmin_l_fbgs_b multivariate, bound optimizer (Zhu et al. 1997 ). An MCMC involves taking random steps in parameter space and accepting a step based on the likelihood ratio with respect to the previous step (Hastings 1970) . The likelihood surfaces can be very multimodal which can lead to poor mixing of the chain and slow convergence. Therefore, we have implemented smallworld chain steps (Guan et al. 2006 ) and simulated annealing (Marinari & Parisi 1992) to speed up the convergence and ensure that the MCMC fully explores the parameter space and does not get stuck in a local maximum. We verify that our chains have converged using the criteria proposed by Gelman & Rubin (1992) .
In order to balance the gamma-ray and radio contributions to the likelihood, we have chosen to use a radio uncertainty which is equal to the average relative gamma-ray uncertainty in the onpeak region times the maximum radio value. The choice of radio uncertainty can strongly affect the best-fit results; in particular, a smaller uncertainty will decrease the overall likelihood and can, in some cases, lead to a different best-fit geometry which favors the radio LC more strongly. When varying the radio uncertainty by a factor of two, the best-fit α and ζ values of PSR J0034−0534 were found to change by 13
• . For PSR J1939+2134, the best-fit α and ζ were found to vary by 7
• when varying the radio uncertainty. The best-fit geometry of PSR J1959+2048 was found to be the most sensitive to changes in the radio uncertainty, with either the best-fit α or ζ value changing by ∼35
• , while the other parameter changed by 15 • to 90
• and ζ from 0
• to 89
• , as going beyond this range produces the same profiles simply shifted in phase by 180
• . Additionally, for the gamma-ray models we restrict the maximum emission altitudes to be R γ max 0.70R LC . For the alTPC and alOG models the simulations were generated with a spin period of 1.5 ms which puts the NS surface at R NS = 0.14R LC . In addition to predicting the best-fit model parameters, the simulations also provide numerical estimates of the beaming correction factor (f Ω ) as described in Venter et al. (2009) . The quantity f Ω is the ratio of the total flux over the sky for the best-fit α (for all ζ ) to the phase-averaged observed flux at the best-fit α and ζ (Watters et al. 2009 ).
The chains were run until they had a total of 200,000 accepted steps (typically running eight chains of 25,000 steps each) in order to guarantee convergence. Starting from the bestfit parameters found by the MCMC, we then produced confidence contours in α and ζ by performing likelihood profile scans over the other parameters, allowing for the possibility of finding a better fit. Figures 2-4 show these contours for PSR J0034−0534, PSR J1939+2134, and PSR J1959+2048. The uncertainties on α and ζ quoted in Table 2 are approximate 95% confidence level uncertainties. When comparing the inferred α and ζ to those found using observations at other wavelengths (such as radio polarization measurements), our (α, ζ ) contours should rather be used to assess the true significance of our best-fit values, as the contours indicate the actual uncertainties encapsulated by the estimated linear error bars given in Table 2 . For example, the confidence contours corresponding to the alOG fit of PSR J0034−0534 consist of several small and disjointed clusters. As such, we cannot confidently constrain the geometry well in this case and thus report uncertainties in Table 2 that cover the entire contour region.
We can also estimate uncertainties on the emission altitude parameters using the information from the likelihood profile scans which generated the confidence contours. An example is shown in Figure 5 . The estimated 95% uncertainties from the likelihood profile are given in Table 2 as well.
For each (α, ζ ) pair within the 95% contours, the beaming correction factor f Ω (α, ζ ) is estimated; these values are then used to provide the confidence intervals for f Ω given in Table 2 . Uncertainties in the other model parameters were found to have less impact on f Ω .
We have not yet implemented an MCMC for the laSG models. The manually selected and MCMC-selected LC fits agree very well for several MSPs for which both methods have been applied. The MCMC contour plots of the likelihood will be evolving as more data are accumulated and the relative errors are decreased (especially in the gamma-ray band). Manual fits may overemphasize the gamma-ray profiles, given the very small errors of the radio profiles. Also, the latter lacks the mathematical rigor of a statistically driven fitting procedure. In order to more directly compare the laSG and the alOG/ alTPC fits we have used the same method to calculate the laSG model normalizations as that used in the maximum likelihood code. This allows us to find the normalizations that give the best likelihood value for a given set of laSG model parameters. As the parameter space has not been fully explored we do not claim that this represents the maximum likelihood for the laSG models and thus no claim can be made as to whether or not laSG models are preferred for the three MSPs modeled here.
RESULTS
Below we discuss the effect of letting R min and R max be free parameters in the alOG/alTPC model context for both the radio and gamma-ray emission regions. Similarly, we discuss the effect of using different fading parameters in our laSG models. For each class of models, we also describe the results of our LC fits to PSR J0034−0534, PSR J1939+2134, and PSR J1959+2048. See Table 2 
The alOG and alTPC Models
Figures 6-9 show the effect of increasing R min while keeping R max constant for (α, ζ ) = (30
for an alTPC and an alOG model, respectively. 7 We used R min = (0.12, 0.40, 0.70)R LC for the different panels (where the stellar radius R NS ≈ 0.12R LC for P = 1.877 ms), while setting R max = 1.20R LC . Neglecting low-altitude emission is roughly equivalent to growing the PC size (i.e., deleting a ring of radiation around the PC in the phaseplot), as may be seen in panels (a)-(c) in each case. This has the effect that lowlevel off-peak emission is suppressed in the corresponding LCs 7 Note that the phaseplots indicate relative intensity per solid angle versus ζ and φ, and have different color scales for each instance (parameter combination). The visualization is done in such a way as to enhance the structural details of the projected emission pattern. Therefore, different phaseplots should only be compared qualitatively. (especially for the alTPC case) for both interpulse ("wing") emission between two consecutive profiles (e.g., Figure 6 (f)) and interpeak ("bridge") emission (e.g., Figure 7 (f)), depending on α and ζ . The peaks therefore become sharper. This is a smaller effect in the case of the alOG models, as these do not have emission from below the NCS, and off-peak emission of standard OG LCs is usually inhibited to start with (compare versus Figure 9(a) ). This implies that the NCS must in some cases be quite high, as there is a difference between the alOG and alTPC phaseplots even for R min > 0.70R LC . In the case of higher inclinations, the leading peak of the alOG LC is significantly lower than that of the alTPC LC when the lowaltitude emission is included. This is due to the absence of caustic emission coming from low altitudes from the second pole, as alOG models are effectively one-pole caustic models.
Figures 10-13 indicate the effect of decreasing R max while keeping R min constant, again for (α, ζ ) = (30
• , 70 • ) and (α, ζ ) = (65
• , 80 • ), and for both alTPC and alOG models. We used R max = (1.20, 0.80, 0.60)R LC , while setting R min = 0.12R LC ≈ R NS for the alTPC, and R min = R NCS for the alOG model. Decreasing R max has the effect of constraining the emission to a ring-like structure around the PC (reminiscent of a hollow cone in the low-altitude TPC or laSG case). As a result, the relative peak heights change in the corresponding LCs and low-level features may become more prominent. For small α values (e.g., Figures 10(f) and 12(f)), off-peak emission is eroded and both caustic peaks even disappear for a small enough value of R max . The caustic peaks become sharper for larger α with decreasing R max (e.g., Figures 11(f) and 13(f)). For high α, the leading peak disappears altogether in the alOG model when excluding too much high-altitude emission (see Figure 13 (f)), since it is a caustic formed by overlapping field lines very near R LC . Again, the low-altitude emission in the alTPC model yields significant off-peak emission, absent from the alOG model, and this is particularly evident for a substantially decreased value of R max .
LC fits for PSR J0034−0534 are shown in Figure 14 (best-fit parameters for the LCs of all MSPs are summarized in Table 2 ).
We found that including high-altitude emission (increasing R max ) boosts the intensity of the leading gamma-ray peak, while broadening and also boosting the second one. The leading gamma-ray peak's sharpness and intensity also strongly depends on inclusion of emission below ∼0.7R LC . Note that the 0 of the data is the radio phase, while the 0 of the model is the phase of the magnetic pole. We therefore introduce a phase shift φ 0 = −0.27 for all profiles (i.e., we shifted both gamma-ray and radio model LCs by φ 0 to align them to the data) and use a gamma-ray background of nine events, a relative radio background of 0.08, and 30 bins for both the gamma-ray and radio profiles. The best-fit emission altitudes are given in Table 2 . Our results are still close to those cited in Abdo et al. (2010b) , who used 13 months of data, while our data span 16 months. The inferred alTPC angles are the same, (α, ζ ) = (30
• , 70 • ), while we now find a slightly different geometry for the alOG model (previously
. Also, the gammaray emission layer extent remains the same, while the alTPC radio extent is close (ours being (R The alOG/alTPC LC fits for PSR J1939+2134 are shown in Figure 15 . We used φ 0 = 0.07, a gamma-ray background of 191.3 events, relative radio background of 0.007, and 30 bins for both the gamma-ray and radio profiles. Although the models reproduce the two main gamma-ray peaks reasonably well, they both miss the feature at phase ∼0.3; on the other hand, the radio LCs manage to reproduce the correct peak positions and heights. Figure 16 indicates the alOG/alTPC LC fits for PSR J1959+2048. Here, we used φ 0 = 0.07 for the radio and gamma-ray profiles of the alTPC model, φ 0 = 0.47 for the alOG model, and used a gamma-ray background of 53 events, a relative radio background of 0.05, 30 bins for the gamma-ray profile, and 60 bins for the radio profile. The best-fit geometries are largely driven by the radio profile and in neither case are the narrow gamma-ray peaks well reproduced. This is thought to be a result of the peaks consisting of one or two bins in the LC and, with the current statistics, not influencing the likelihood significantly. With more LAT data the LC and fits should improve. Our LC results are the same as those cited in Guillemot et al. (2012) for these last two pulsars. Figure 17 indicates results from the constant-emissivity laSG model with low-altitude emission. The left column indicates phaseplots, while the right column indicates the corresponding model LCs, as well as the Fermi profile for PSR J0034−0534 using the same gamma-ray data span as in Ackermann et al. (2011) and the same timing model described in Abdo et al. (2010b) . We used different values for R min and R max . In panels (a) and (d), (R min , R max ) = (0.12, 0.20)R LC ; panels (b) and (e), (R min , R max ) = (0.12, 0.40)R LC ; and panels (c) and (f), (R min , R max ) = (0.30, 0.40)R LC . (Note that the value of R max is not typically so large for the laSG model as used here; we chose these values to emphasize the general behavior of the model. Below, we use more realistic values of one or two stellar radii.) We furthermore used (α, ζ ) = (30
The laSG Models
• , 50 • ), (r OVC,min , r OVC,max ) = (0.90, 0.95) implying w = 0.05, φ 0 = 0.15, P = 1.877 ms, and gamma-ray background of 9 events. It is evident that the leading peak is wider while the trailing peak is sharper in each case. This is due to aberration effects leading to caustic emission (Morini 1983 ) even for this low-altitude emission. Also, by including emission from higher altitudes, the peaks become broader (compare Figures 17(d) and (e)). Lastly, the peak phase separation and width may be altered by choosing different values of R min and R max (Figure 17(f) ). Due to the block shape of the resulting peaks, we do not consider this model as a viable contender, but rather introduce modulation of the emissivity profile using fading parameters.
Figures 18-20 indicate the effect of changing the fading parameters (σ in , σ out , s f ) for different values of α and ζ . The σ -parameters determine the sharpness of the rise and fall of the emissivity profile (along the B-field), while s f determines the position of the peak emission; again, the effect of brightening of the trailing peak due to caustic effects is apparent as also noted by Dyks et al. (2010) . It is clear that peak widths may be fine-tuned using the σ -parameters, while the peak positions are strongly influenced by s f . The peak separation depends sensitively on ζ . Generally, the laSG model can produce one, two, three, or four peaks depending on the geometry. For small α and ζ , one typically finds single-peaked or double-peaked profiles (Figure 18 ). For increased values of α and ζ , this switches to double peaks, with the peak separation increasing with increasing ζ . For large enough α and ζ , the second magnetic pole just becomes visible, and a third bump is obtained, in addition to two sharp peaks from the first magnetic pole. For example, a case of an intermediate value of α is shown in Figure 19 , where less severe fading may allow photons from the opposite magnetic pole to become visible, thereby creating an additional small bump (Figure 19(f) ). If ζ is close to 90
• , one may obtain two double-peaked LCs, i.e., a four-peaked LC (Figure 20) . In some cases, there is a sudden increase in the trailing peak due to the line of sight moving through the notch formed by the bunching of B-field lines in the retarded vacuum case (Dyks et al. 2004 ). Here, the magnetic field lines, and thus the radiation, are concentrated, leading to enhanced emission. One may therefore find values for α and ζ such that there will be four peaks of different sizes visible per rotation. This may potentially aid in modeling the complex radio profiles of some MSPs, although this will be limited by the phase separation and respective heights of the individual peaks. Lastly, when α is too large, the peak separation Δ is too small to fit the data for any choice of ζ , so that a large Δ constrains α to be smaller than some maximum.
It is usually less complicated to find best-fit laSG LC fits when searching manually ("by eye") than for the altitudelimited models, in the sense that there is less variation in profile shape. One only has to find the correct peak separation Δ (very sensitive to ζ ) for reasonable-looking double-peaked profiles (determined by α and ζ ). On the other hand, there are multiple combinations of the free parameters that give very similar LCs, so the solution is probably not unique. The different best-fit solutions usually are a trade-off between best fits for gamma-ray versus radio LCs. Indeed, we indicate two similar laSG solutions for the LCs of PSR J0034−0534, PSR J1939+2134, and PSR J1959+2048 in Figures 21, 22 , and 23, respectively, and list some of the inferred parameters in Table 2 . These are obtained by changing the fading parameters, but using very similar α and ζ . Figure 21 shows fits for PSR J0034−0534 using laSG models. Here, "laSG1" means (s f , σ in , σ out ) = (1.2, 0.1, 0.3)R NS , while "laSG2" is for (s f , σ in , σ out ) = (1.5, 0.2, 0.5)R NS , for both gamma-ray and radio. (The choice of fading parameters (s f , σ in , σ out ) for laSG1 and laSG2 will remain the same throughout, as well as the values of r OVC,min and r OVC,max .) We used a gamma-ray background of nine events and a normalized radio background of 0.08. It is very important to note that we have shifted both gamma-ray and radio model profiles by a large normalized phase shift of φ 0 = 0.68, which implies that the definitions of "leading peak" and "first peak" do not coincide anymore. By doing so, we could obtain a first peak (which is actually the trailing peak in the model, enhanced by caustic effects) that is higher than the second peak for this particularly small value of α. This provided a much better fit to the data. See Table 2 for a summary of best-fit parameters for all the LC fits.
In Figure 22 , we show laSG model LC fits for PSR J1939+2134. We used φ 0 = 0.83 for the radio and gamma-ray profiles, a gamma-ray background of 191.3 events, and a normalized radio background of 0.007. The widths of the laSG1 fit seem more optimal for reproducing the data and closely match the radio peak shapes. In order to obtain the correct relative heights for the radio peaks, one has to accept a smaller peak at phase ∼0.5 (in addition to using a large value for φ 0 , similar to the case of PSR J0034−0534), which in turn does not reproduce the gamma-ray data all that well, although one has to bear in mind that the typical relative gamma-ray error is much larger than that of the radio. The laSG models are also not able to reproduce the off-peak gamma-ray LC features (e.g., at phase 0.2 and 0.7). The situation is opposite for laSG fits to the LCs of PSR J1959+2048 (Figure 23 ), where the model LCs now match the relative gamma-ray peaks better than those of the radio. Also, the broad first radio peak is difficult to reproduce, given the fading parameters used. We used φ 0 = 0.45 and φ 0 = 0.46 for the laSG1 and laSG2 models, a gamma-ray background of 53 events, and a normalized radio background of 0.005. As before, the emphasis has been to reproduce the two main peaks and not the off-peak emission.
It is important to emphasize that these laSG fits are not considered to be exhaustive, but are only for illustrational purposes. We wanted to show that the two main peaks may in principle come from a region nearby the stellar surface. It is conceivable that there may exist parameter combinations that would yield a better balance between optimal fits for the gammaray versus radio LCs, but this does not alter the main conclusion that the profiles may be reproduced by the laSG model for some combination of the free parameters.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to study a third class of gammaray MSP LCs for which the gamma-ray and radio profiles are phase-aligned. This class is an addition to the two previously identified, where the radio profile either precedes or lags the gamma-ray one (Venter et al. 2009 ). While younger pulsars and the first two classes of MSPs may be modeled by gammaray emission regions extended over a large range of altitudes (OG/TPC/PSPC models) in conjunction with a conal radio beam at relatively lower emission altitudes, the LCs of the third class of MSPs indicate that the gamma-ray and radio emission should be co-located, and may exclusively originate either at high altitudes or at low altitudes relative to R LC . We therefore studied the plausibility of reproducing the phase-aligned LCs using altitude-limited (high-altitude) versus laSG (low-altitude) geometric models. These classes of models provide a framework in which one may constrain the minimum and maximum emission altitudes of the radiation using the observed multiwavelength LCs.
We introduced free parameters R min and R max in the alOG/alTPC models (both are free for radio emission region, but only R γ max is free for the gamma-ray emission region), and showed that the resulting profiles are sensitive to these variables. For example, it is possible to reduce off-peak emission and change peak widths by increasing R r min from the typical value of R NS for TPC models and R NCS for OG models, while relative peak heights may be fine-tuned (some peaks may even disappear) and low-level features may be emphasized by lowering R max . We found fits from these models which could reproduce the salient features of the profiles, although not perfectly. We have demonstrated that we can limit the emission geometry, with typical errors on the emission altitudes being ∼0.3R LC , although R r max seems to be better constrained than R r min .
For the laSG models, we have demonstrated that a modulated emissivity at low altitudes can reproduce main features of the . LC fits for PSR J0034−0534 using laSG models. Note that the large value of φ 0 = 0.68 implies that the definition of "leading peak" and "first peak" do not coincide anymore. Our best-fit parameters are listed in Table 2 (where we also define "laSG1" and "laSG2"); also see the text for more details. profiles quite well and that peak widths/phase positions may be tweaked using the fading parameters. Our conclusion that the trailing peak is enhanced by caustic effects and is therefore higher than the leading peak is independent of B-field structure to second order in r/R LC or more because the emission occurs very close to the stellar surface. Thus, when modeling an LC such as that of PSR J0034−0534, one has to adjust the phase offset φ 0 so that the trailing peak becomes the first peak, in order to obtain the correct relative peak heights. This argues for a small α in this case.
One potentially limiting factor for the laSG models is that there is less variety of pulse shapes in this model compared to the altitude-limited outer-magnetosphere models. One may find good fits for the two sharp peaks typical of the pulsar LCs (reproducing the radio very closely in some cases), and even low-level bumps for some geometries, but not much diversity beyond these basic features. We found that there is typically a trade-off in better fitting the gamma-ray LC versus the radio one. Also, when finding a best fit for one set of fading parameters and a particular α and ζ , one may usually find another fit that is very close, but with different fading parameters and slightly different α and ζ . We therefore regard the inferred values of these free parameters as less robust than the case of the altitudelimited models. Therefore, we did not exhaustively search all combinations, as we deem it less useful to find a perfect fit with different sets of fading parameters for both the radio and gamma-ray LCs, given the large amount of free parameters. Development of a full radiation code with fewer free parameters should help to alleviate this problem.
In summary, we found reasonable fits to the LCs of PSR J0034−0534, PSR J1939+2134, and PSR J1959+2048 for both classes of models, as these can reproduce the main features of both the gamma-ray and radio LCs, as well as the phase alignment of these profiles. At the moment, it is difficult to quantitatively favor one class of models above the other, since searching for optimal laSG LC fits has not yet been implemented using the MCMC code as is the case for the altitude-limited models. However, we did calculate the likelihood of the best-fit laSG LCs. The alTPC models provide slightly better LC fits than the alOG models and both of these give better fits than the laSG models for the parameters listed (see Table 2 ). Favoring the alOG/alTPC models over the laSG model therefore implies that the phase-aligned gamma-ray and radio LCs are most probably of caustic origin, produced in the outer magnetosphere, and the radio emission is most likely originating near the light cylinder. Therefore, we can now divide the gamma-ray MSP population into three subclasses on the basis of their LCs: those with LCs fit by standard OG/TPC models, those with phase-aligned LCs fit by alOG/alTPC or laSG models, and those with LCs fit by PSPC models (these are referred to as LC Class I through III in Table 2 ).
If the altitude-limited models are taken to provide a good description of the LCs, the ideas regarding the presence of highaltitude (Manchester 2005) , caustic radio emission (Ravi et al. 2010) will have been confirmed, implying that radio beams are very wide, similar to the gamma-ray beams. There are, however, some caveats to bear in mind. First, such caustic emission would result in nearly phase-aligned radio and gamma-ray profiles, and this idea will only be applicable to a subset of the pulsar population, including the Crab pulsar as well as some MSPs that exhibit LCs that are close in phase. Many of the Fermi pulsar population have quite large radio-to-gamma phase lags, implying different emission regions for the radio and gamma rays in the pulsar magnetosphere. Since the gamma-ray profiles are believed to be of caustic origin, this rules out a caustic origin for radio emission of a large number of the gamma-ray pulsars, unless the radio emission region is significantly offset from the gamma-ray one in the pulsar magnetosphere, so that the height difference may introduce a phase offset (it is indeed possible to create modest phase lags-we estimate ∼0.1-0.2-by invoking different values for R min and R max for the radio and gamma-ray emission layers; see Figure 17 ). Radio emission occurring at relatively low altitudes in MSPs already exhibits caustic effects, depending on the particular height and extent of the emission region (see, e.g., Figure 11 ). It may therefore even be plausible to have caustic radio emission at lower altitudes and gamma rays coming from a region which extends up to R LC , with slightly phase-offset LCs (although it may not be possible to produce very large offsets in this scenario). Second, the shapes of the gamma-ray and radio LCs of most pulsars and MSPs are quite different. One typically observes double-peaked gammaray LCs and single-peaked radio ones. This complicates an explanation where the phase lag is attributed to radio caustic emission occurring at a lower altitude than that of the gamma rays: unless the radio emissivity has a strong altitudinal or azimuthal dependence, both radio and gamma-ray LCs would be mostly double-peaked, which is not observed. Attempting to fit the LCs of all known gamma-ray pulsars which are radio loud using altitude-limited models will further constrain the domain of applicability of this class of models, as will multi-wavelength pulse profile polarization properties (as described below).
Radio polarization measurements can be used to give independent constraints on the viewing geometry (Weltevrede et al. 2010) , complementing the gamma-ray model fits. However, the RVM used to fit the radio position angle (P.A.) sweep across the profile assumes a static dipole magnetic field, with no rotation effects included (Radhakrishnan & Cooke 1969) , and therefore would not be valid for the alTPC or alOG models where the radio peaks are caustics. In fact, even relatively low-altitude radio cone beam emission in MSPs will have significant distortions due to retardation and aberration so that the RVM is likely not valid in this case (Blaskiewicz et al. 1991) . This may account for the generally poor or non-existent RVM fits of MSP polarization data.
Radio polarization measurements of PSR J0034−0534 (Stairs et al. 1999 ) find 0% linear polarization (and therefore no P.A. information) and very small circular polarization over the very broad pulse. Strong depolarization through the profile is predicted for the narrow double-peaked caustic LCs that occur for small α or ζ , where dips in polarization degree in the individual peaks merge together (Dyks et al. 2004 ). There are relatively good polarization measurements of PSR J1939+2134. Stairs et al. (1999) found rapid P.A. changes or mode switching and very low polarization degree in the first peak (interpulse), and high linear polarization and a rapid P.A. change at the leading edge of the second peak (main pulse). These polarization properties are generally confirmed by Yan et al. (2011) , although they find more significant left-circular emission, particularly in the main pulse. Also, they find that the P.A. jump near the leading edge of the main pulse is closer to 60
• rather than the 90 • found previously, and for the first time detect an orthogonal transition near the trailing edge of the first peak. Such rapid P.A. swings coupled with depolarization is characteristic of caustic emission (Dyks et al. 2004) , where the emission from a large range of altitudes and magnetic field orientation is compressed into a narrow phase interval to form the peaks. Finally, in the case of PSR J1959+2048, Thorsett & Stinebring (1990) measured 0% linear and ∼4% circular polarization, again rare and anomalous behavior for radio pulsars but potentially indicative of caustic effects. Polarization signatures therefore will be important to help discriminate between models with caustic emission (such as occurs in alOG/alTPC models) and non-caustic emission (e.g., in the laSG model).
Future studies should include development of full radiation models which will be able to reproduce both the multiwavelength LC shapes, polarization properties, as well as the energy-dependent behavior of the spectra of the gamma-ray MSPs. In this vein, it might be necessary to invoke offset PCs of dipole magnetic fields, which have been shown to produce copious pair production in MSP magnetospheres (Harding & Muslimov 2011) . High pair multiplicities at the PC are needed to set up the SG structure for both low-altitude pair cascades (laSG models) and high-altitude TPC-like emission. Higher multipole fields near the NS surface are possibly needed to create OGs in MSPs (Zhang & Cheng 2003) . The presence of narrow gaps is motivated by the strikingly similar LCs of MSPs and young pulsars. 
